Abstract-We consider the synthesis of control policies over partially observable Markov decision processes with linear temporal logic specifications. We limit the search of policies over finite state controllers of a fixed size which leads to a Markov chain with free parameters, over which the probability of satisfaction of the specification can be maximized.
I. INTRODUCTION
Robots and autonomous control systems must interact with uncertain and dynamically changing environments under complex sets of rules that specify desired system behavior. A currently popular example is an autonomous vehicle navigating through traffic to a destination while obeying safety rules. This paper is particularly motivated by autonomous robotic manipulation of real-world objects during complex tasks [1] . For example, consider using a two-armed robot to replace a flat tire. A typical process to remove the wheel might include the following sequence: the robot locates and acquires an impact driver, grasps the driver so that it can properly depress the power trigger, positions the driver on the lug nuts, removes the nuts one by one, puts down the impact driver so that both hands are free, and removes the wheel. The robot faces many hurdles during this process. Since the tool and tire manipulation tasks are kinematically linked, the robot may pick up the impact driver in a pose where the lug nuts can be removed, but the driver trigger cannot be depressed. Second, sensor-based operations, such as localization of objects, are noisy, which may result in failure at the task level. Worse still, it may be impossible to determine if some subtasks were executed correctly, e.g. visual or force-torque sensors may be incapable of determining precisely whether the lug nuts were successfully removed. It is currently difficult to program such tasks at a high level of abstraction, and to guarantee some level of performance.
This paper develops tools which may help simplify programming and execution of such tasks. We assume a finite discrete system representation at a sensible level of abstraction. Given that controllers and sensors are not perfect, we model the robot and its environment as a partially observable Markov decision process (POMDP), a widely used model for discrete noisy systems [2] - [6] . Controller goals are represented in Linear Temporal Logic (LTL) -a useful class of easy to encode logics with intuitive correlation to natural language [7] , [8] . Notably, LTLs can represent goals over infinite executions. This is useful for representing persistent surveillance and applications where robots are always online.
For the case of (fully observable) Markov decision process (MDP), controllers with probabilistic satisfaction guarantees of LTL specification can be found in [9] . In [10] , a noisy continuous state system is approximated as a finite MDP to satisfy a Probabilistic Computation Tree Logic (PCTL) specification. In fact, for MDPs under LTL specifications, robust [11] and receding horizon controllers [12] have been formulated.
For POMDPs, design of LTL controllers is largely an open problem. For unbounded memory strategies EXPTIMEcompleteness of a broad set of objectives (parity objectives) is proven in [13] . In a recent publication [14] , the existence and construction of finite memory strategy for positive probability of satisfaction is shown to be an EXPTIME-complete problem. The memory requirements for a controller that guarantees satisfaction with probability 1 are established to be exponential as well.
In this work, we take a different approach in which we restrict ourselves to a pre-determined, finite memory controller represented by the nodes and edges of a probabilistic state machine. The controller has continuous parametrization that allows us to use numerical algorithms. While the use of a fixed size memory restricts the class of controllers that we can search over, the problem becomes more tractable. A similar approach is found in [15] , in which the belief space is discretized a-priori to construct a fully observable transition system. The use of a finite state controller, as in this work, also provides a discrete representation of the belief space. However the discrete representation gets optimized to represent the belief states that are likely to be visited by the control actions for fulfilment of the objective.
The rest of the article is organized as follows. We briefly provide the background on POMDPs, LTL and its relationship to transition systems, and the structure of the finite state controller in Sec. II. The problem is formulated and the proposed solution follows in Sec. III. Numerical examples demonstrating the algorithm are provided in IV and some issues and future work are mentioned in Sec. V.
II. TECHNICAL BACKGROUND

A. Linear Temporal Logic (LTL) and Rabin Automata
Temporal logic is built up from a set of atomic propositions AP , and is closed under the logic connectives, p , _,^, Ñq, and the temporal operators "next" (l), "always" (l), "eventually" (♦), and "until" (U q. An LTL formula can be built as ϕ " true|f alse|ϕ 1^ϕ2 |ϕ 1 _ ϕ 2 | ϕ|ϕ 1 Ñ ϕ 2 | l ϕ|♦ϕ| l ϕ|ϕ 1 U ϕ 2 . LTL semantics are given by interpretations over infinite executions of a finite transition system with state space S. For an infinite execution σ " s 0 s 1 . . . s i P S, LTL formula ϕ holds at position i ě 0 of σ, denoted s i |ù ϕ, iff ϕ holds for the remainder of the execution σ, starting at position i.
For any LTL formula ϕ over atomic propositions, AP, one can construct a Deterministic Rabin Automaton (DRA), with the input alphabet 2 AP , that accepts all and only those infinite words, σ P`2
AP˘ω that satisfy ϕ [16] - [18] . Algorithms for converting an LTL formula ϕ to an equivalent DRA can be found in [16] , [19] and a popular tool is described in [20] . While the worst case complexity of this conversion is doubly exponential, sufficiently expressive classes of LTL can be translated to a DRA in polynomial time [21] .
Definition 1 (DRA): A Deterministic Rabin Automaton (DRA) is a five-tuple DRA " pQ, Σ, δ, q 0 , Ωq, where ‚ Q is the set of states, ‚ Σ is the input alphabet. For our purposes, Σ " 2 AP , ‚ δ : QˆΣ Ñ Q is the deterministic transition function, 
B. POMDPs
We now give a brief description of the model used to represent the environment and control system.
Definition 3 (POMDP):
A partially observable Markov decision process (POMDP) [22] - [24] is a tuple PM " pS, Act, T, ι init , O, O, AP, hq where ‚ S is a finite countable set of states, ‚ Act is a finite set of actions, ‚ T p.|α, sq : S Ñ r0, 1s such that ř s 1 PS T ps 1 |α, sq " 1 @α P Act, s P S defines a conditional probability distribution representing the system dynamics, ‚ ι init : S Ñ r0, 1s is the initial probability distribution such that ř sPS ι init psq " 1, ‚ O is a finite set of observations, ‚ Op.|sq : O Ñ r0, 1s is the conditional observation probability function such that ř oPO Opo|sq " 1 @s P S and is used to model imperfect sensing, ‚ AP is a finite set of atomic propositions, and
AP is a labeling function which establishes which atomic propositions are true in a given state. One cannot directly observe the states s of a POMDP as it executes, but observations according to O can be used to infer the states s. The observation function may also depend on the chosen action α. Any results presented herein can be extended to this alternate definition.
C. Product-POMDP
Much like MDPs [9] , [25] , one can construct the product of a POMDP, PM, with the DRA generated from LTL specification ϕ to obtain a Product-POMDP, which allows us to find runs on PM which would be accepted by the DRA equivalent to ϕ.
Definition 4 (Product-POMDP): Given system model PM (Definition 3) and DRA ϕ " pQ, Σ, δ, q 0 , Ωq generated from LTL formula ϕ, the product-POMDP is denoted 
D. Finite State Controllers
In a typical POMDP control problem, rewards r : S Ñ Rà re assigned to states, and then an objective (e.g., see Table  I ) over finite or infinite executions is defined. The control design problem is then to maximize the expectation of these objectives over possible executions. The definition of the expectation in a general setting can be found in [26] , [27] . Below, we will explain the probability space that arises for the specific finite state controllers we introduce.
Optimal control of POMDPs may require memorization of the entire execution history, the initial distribution, ι init , and the sequence of observations and actions taken so far. Because this approach is practically infeasible, several approximate algorithms have been proposed. Many POMDP solvers e.g., [28] , [29] are based on using a sufficient statistic for the execution history, such as the belief state. However, most methods are not applicable to the average expected reward over an infinite horizon, which is significantly harder to solve [30] - [34] .
Since finite state controllers are one of the few methods that can solve the long term average criterion, we utilize them in this work. We will show that a long term average reward criterion has a direct relationship with the satisfaction of LTL specifications.
Finite state controllers (FSCs) have a finite set of internal states, G and edges denoting transition rules between the internal states. The motivation behind FSCs is that events that are relevant to choosing optimal actions can be remembered indefinitely by a directed cyclic graph of internal states.
Definition 5 (FSC):
A finite state controller for POMDP PM is the tuple G " pG, ω,Φ, κ, Θq where ‚ G is a finite set of internal states, ‚ ωp.|Φ, g, oq : GˆAct Ñ r0, 1s defines a joint distribution conditioned on parameters Φ and pg, oq P GˆO with ř Discounted total reward
Long term average reward
CONTROL OBJECTIVES FOR POMDPS ‚ κp.|Θq : G Ñ r0, 1s defines the probability of starting in a given internal state. It is conditioned on a set of parameters Θ such that ř gPG κpg|Θq " 1,
An FSC can also be viewed as a quantization of the belief space to provide an optimal policy that is representable by G.
As |G| Ñ 8, we can represent the optimal policy for long term or discounted total reward arbitrarily accurately [35] . Any parametrization of ω and κ is valid if it obeys the laws of probability. We use the soft-max parameterization for these distributions in part because it is convex and its derivative is easily computed. In addition, in numerical algorithms if one parameter increases faster than others, we quickly approach a deterministic outcome. This may be desirable in real systems where predictability is important. Let
and φ gj αn|gio k is a real number that controls the relative probability of making the internal state transition g i Ñ g j and taking action α n , having observed o k . The probability can be computed using the expression for soft-max function
The derivative of ω with respect to the parameters is
Closing the loop around the product-POMDP with a parametrized FSC of a given size results in a Markov chain.
Definition 6 (Global Markov chain):
We will denote global states by s P S ϕ,G .
ϕ pxs j , q n y |xs i , q m y , α qs .
The Rabin acceptance condition for M ϕ,G follows: for every pair pAvoid 
We say that σ ϕ,G is accepting iff it satisfies the Rabin acceptance condition: for some r P t1, . . . , N |Ω| u it holds that some state in Repeat ϕ,G r occurs infinitely often in σ ϕ,G while all states in Avoid ϕ,G r occur finitely often in σ ϕ,G . To reason about the probability of events associated with a Markov chain, we must associate a probability space to M ϕ,G . Define as P athspM ϕ,G q, the set of all infinite sequences π " s 0 s 1 . . . , such that T ps i , s i`1 q ą 0 for all i ě 0 and ι ϕ,G init ps 0 q ą 0. In addition, P aths f in pM ϕ,G q " tpref pπq|π P P athspM ϕ,G qu. Here pref pπq is the set of finite prefixes of path π. P athspM ϕ,G q is the set of events. The σ-algebra associated with M ϕ,G is generated by the cylinder sets spanned by the finite path fragmentŝ π " s 0 . . . s n in M ϕ,G [36] . Formally, Cylpπq " tπ P P athspM ϕ,G q|π P pref pπqu is the set of all infinite paths that start withπ. The σ-algebra of the Markov chain is taken to be the smallest σ-algebra that contains all cylinder sets Cylpπq withπ ranging over every possible finite path fragment. This leads to a unique probability distribution over the σ-algebra. The probability of an event (which is a cylinder set) is given by Pr ϕ,G Φ,Θ pCylps o . . . s n" ι init ps 0 q ź 0ďtăn T ps t`1 |s t q which depends on the particular values of Φ, Θ. We drop the sub-and super-scripts from the notation henceforth. The associated expectation operator is written as E.
Partitioning [37] . Thus recurrent sets are absorbing.
III. PROBLEM DEFINITION AND TECHNICAL APPROACH
Given that a global markov chain M ϕ,G can be constructed from a system model and LTL specifications as outlined above, we seek to solve the following problem 
In other words we wish to maximize, by choice of control design, the probability that the infinite execution paths satisfy the LTL specification ϕ, for the given initial distribution, ι ϕ,G init , over states.
A. Generation of candidate FSCs
The first step in solving Problem 1 is to generate candidate FSCs that create recurrent sets in the global Markov chain intersecting with some Repeat ϕ,G P Ω ϕ,G . This can be achieved by invoking algorithms 1 and 2 for all pairs in Ω ϕ,G . The parameters Φ are randomly initialized to Φp0q in order to obtain the input T ϕ,G to Alg. 1. The use of soft-max probability guarantees that ωpg j , α|Φ, g i , oq ą 0 @α, o, g i , g j . This is crucial for the initial FSC to not preclude communication properties of any two states in the product-POMDP.
Alg. 1 results in tuples pR j , Good j , Bad j q P R where R j is a communicating class and the set Good j marks those states in R j that appear in some Repeat ϕ,G r . Our goal is to visit these states infinitely often in steady state. However, since communicating classes need not be absorbing, we note the states outside R j to which there is a 1-hop path in Bad j . If we ever step out to these states, then we can never return to R j and thus will be unable to satisfy the Rabin condition corresponding to pRepeat ϕ,G r , Avoid ϕ,G r q. Additionally, since R j could contain states from Avoid ϕ,G r , then those appear in Bad j as well. Our goal is to ensure that in steady state in Bad j are visited with probability 0.
The output tpR j , Good j , Bad j qu is immediately input to Alg. 2, which is explained here. Note that if Bad j is empty then R j is recurrent. If Bad j is not empty, then Alg. 2 attempts to create a recurrent set from R j by deleting those actions that lead any state in R j zBad j to some state in Bad j . At any time step t, let the most recent observation be o. We can compute the set of statesR j poq " ts P R j zBad j |O ϕ,G po|sq ą 0u Ď R j . ThusR j poq denotes those states in R j zBad j that have a positive probability of being the current actual state when the current observation is o assuming no knowledge of observations or actions before time step t. Next, if some action α leads s PR j poq to s 1 P Bad j , then we can never take action α on observing o for any internal state g, of the FSC. This exclusion is carried out by zeroing out the corresponding element in the indicator function I (steps 6-8 in Alg. 2). We have a modified FSC transition functionω that drops those parameters that correspond to zeroed elements in the indicator function I, and renormalizes to obtain a valid probability distribution over all action-observation pairs (step 6 in Alg. 2). The check ř pIpo, :qq ą 0 in steps 2 and 10 ensure that for every internal state and observation some FSC transition and control action are always available.
Note that this way of removing actions is sub-optimal, because we do not look at a longer history of observation and actions to exclude actions at the current step. This may in fact render an otherwise feasible problem infeasible. We discuss tackling this problem in the concluding remarks.
At the end of step 11, we have ensured that in steady state, states in Bad j can never be visited from any state in R j zBad j . If under the newly computedT ϕ,G , R j zBad j is still recurrent then clearly all states in Good j are visited infinitely often and LTL specification is satisfied if the actual initial state is in R j zBad j . However, removing actions as above may lead to fragmentation in R j , i.e., underT ϕ,G , not all pairs of states in R j are communicating. This can be addressed by decomposing R j underT ϕ,G into communicating sets using Alg. 1 and recursively invoking Alg. 2 as in steps 21-23. Due to lack of space, it is stated without proof that both Alg. 1 and Alg. 2 are sound. However, the algorithms are not complete with respect to Problem 1 since they do not consider observations over multiple time steps. This historical information can be used to preclude visits to states in Avoid ϕ,G . Moreover, the size of the FSC is assumed fixed. The most expensive computation in Alg. 1 is the SCC computation which has a worst case complexity of Op|S ϕ,G | 2 q. Excluding recursion, Alg. 2 has a worst case complexity of Op|S ϕ,G | 2 |Φ||Act||O|q. However, for a sparse transition matrix, the practical complexity may be lower.
B. Maximizing Probability of Absorption into R
We first introduce some known properties of finite Markov chains.
Definition 7: The t-step expected occupation probability 
if Good ‰ H then 7:
: R Ð R Y tpC i zBad, Good, Badqu 10: return R " tpR j , Bad j , Good j q|j P 1, . . . , N R u Algorithm 2 Generate Candidate FSC Input: FSC parameters Φ, product-POMDP transition probabilities T ϕ , recurrent set candidate pR, Bad, Goodq for all s " r s i , q m , g k s P RzBad do
5:
for all α P Act do 6:ωpg l , α|Φ, g k , oq "
if rOpo|s i qωpg l , α|Φ, g k , oqT ϕ pxs j , q n y | xs i , q m y , α qs ą 0 then return H 12: for all s 1 " r s j , q n , g l s P R do 13: for all s " r s i , q m , g k s P R do 14: for all α P Act do 15:ωpg l , α|Φ, g k , oq " return F SCs 22: R Ð output of Alg 1 with inputs R,T ϕ,G , Good and Bad resp. 23: for all pR j , Bad j , Good j q P R do 24: F SCs j Ð output of Alg. 2 with inputs Φ,T ϕ and pR j , Bad j , Good j q resp. 25 :
Note that
ı k is the standard matrix representation ofT ϕ,G , raised to the k-th power. ι is a column vector representation of ι and 1 A S ϕ,G is a column vector of size |S ϕ,G | with ones for locations corresponding to states in A and 0 otherwise.
Definition 8:
The empirical or pathwise occupation probability of A Ď S ϕ,G from initial states s init is:
Proposition 9:
[27] The t-step expected occupation probability for A Ď S ϕ,G is related to the pathwise occupation probability as
Proposition 10:
[27] (a) For the finite Markov chain described byT ϕ,G , the following limit exists
and for all ι
In eq. (8), 1 A S ϕ,G is a binary vector of size |S ϕ,G |ˆ1, in which each position corresponding to states in A has value 1.
(b) Let R be a recurrent set and Good Ď R. LetT ϕ,G ÓR ,ι ÓR denote the restriction of the global Markov chain to R. If supportpιq " ts P S ϕ,G |ιpsq ą 0u Ď R, then
with
where column vector π denotes the unique expected pathwise occupation probability called the stationary distribution of the restricted Markov chain. Substituting eq. (10) into eq. (9), yields ΓpGood, ιq " π ÓR . 1
Good R (11) For each candidate FSC pR j , Good j , I j q, we pose the constrained optimization problem
where ι
Remark 11:
Since I j remains unchanged during optimization, the constraint ΓpGood j , ι ϕ,G Rj q ą 0 is always satisfied for a finite global Markov chain. However, in practice we seek to obtain policies that visit Good j states often after the state is absorbed into R j . One way to incentivize this is to
(13) An empirical value for c 2 can be a fraction of the maximum value of ΓpGood j , ι ϕ,G Rj q computed in a prior step. Remark 12: Since Eq. (13) is a non-linear problem, we can only hope to attain a local maximum. Formulae for gradients ∇ Φ Γ j and ∇ Θ Γ j appear in the Appendix, enabling first order optimization methods, such as conjugate gradient ascent. The numerical examples in Sec. IV uses adaptive conjugate gradient ascent. An iterative method described in [26] can be used for efficient numerical computation of the gradient. This method has the worst case complexity by Op|S ϕ,G | 2 |Φ||Act||O|q. However for a sparse transition matrix, the practical complexity can be Opc|S ϕ,G ||Φ||Act|q, with c ! |S ϕ,G ||O|. Finally, letΓj be a (local) optimal value of Γ j withΦj ,Θj , I j˘a s the optimum parameters. The best controller G˚"`Φ˚,Θ˚, I˚˘is simply the parameters corresponding to maximalΓj . The first part of the objective in Equation 13 gives the probability of satisfaction, PrrM ϕ,Ḡ˚| ù ϕs "Λj , while the second part gives the expected steady state average rewardηj .
IV. EXPERIMENTS
Two different kinds of experiments are chosen to highlight the behavior of the two parts of the algorithm. The first experiment highlights the issues of generating the candidate FSC in section III-A for the steady state behavior of the controller in which we must guarantee that we never visit a Bad state while ensuring visiting some state in Good states infinitely. The second experiment will show how the transient behavior is optimized. Remember that this step, as in section III-B, maximizes the probability of reaching a desirable steady behavior. For this case, comparison will be made with the fully observable models that are well studied in the literature.
A. World Model
We look at a robot in a grid worlds, GW-A and GW-B of size MˆN with fixed M " 7 (see Fig. 1 ). The state space is given by S " tps i |i " x`M y, x P t0, . . . , M´1u, y P t0, . . . , N´1uu. The robot's 5 actions, Act " tR, L, U, D, Xu, symbolize "move-right", "moveleft", "move-up", "move-down" and "stop" respectively. The transitions for R with their probabilities are shown in Fig.  1 . L, U , D are symmetrically defined. For X, the robot remains in the current cell with probability 1. The robot does not know the cell it is in but can take measurements of its location. The observation space is given by O " tpo i |i " x`M y, x P t0, . . . , M´1u, y P t0, . . . , N´1uu. Given the actual cell position (dark blue) of the robot, the measurement has a distribution over the actual position and nearby cells (light blue). The initial robot state is shown in yellow. We analyze problem GW-A, for N P t1, 2, 3, . . . u, while GW-B is of fixed size.
There are three atomic propositions ta, b, cu with a and b shown in green and c shown in red. The locations where these propositions are true are shown in the figures depicting the two worlds.
B. LTL Specifications
We look at two LTL specifications: ϕ 1 " l♦a^l♦bl c is a surveillance task in which the robot must repeatedly visit the green states while avoiding an unsafe state; task ϕ 2 " p♦ l a _ ♦ l bq^l c requires the robot to visit and permanently stay at one of the green locations. We solve ϕ 1 for GW-A and ϕ 2 for GW-B. Table II shows feasibility results for GW-A under ϕ 1 for various N . This example demonstrates the limitation of Alg. 2. For N " 3, our algorithm fails because Alg. 2 excludes actions R and L by taking only the most recent observation into account, rather than using the entire observation history to optimally estimate the current state. In fact, a deterministic open-loop controller exists for this system. For all N ą 3 our algorithm finds a controller that satisfies ϕ 1 probability Λ " 1. This is trivial for this world model, because the candidate FSC generated at the end of Alg. 2 is guaranteed to perform random walk in all states except states ts 2 , s 3 , s 4 , s 9 , s 10 , s 11 u. The optimization step only serves to increase the expected steady state average reward η. The dependence of η on the number of internal states of the FSC is shown in Fig. 2 .
C. Results
For GW-B under ϕ 2 , we compared the results with a world model that is fully observable (MDP). This is shown in Table III . In both cases, two controllers, denoted by Λ ♦la and Λ ♦lb , are feasible which take the robot to cells s 36 and s 41 respectively. For the fully observable (MDP) case, both controllers are optimal. For the POMDP case, trying to visiting green cell s 36 may cause visiting bad cells s 14 or s 24 , however visiting green cell s 41 poses no such threat. A simulated trajectory for all optimal controllers are shown in Fig. 3 .
Remark 13: For the MDP case, we briefly point the reader to the difference in the optimal controller obtained from our algorithm from the standard solution obtained in the MDP literature. In the latter, a shortest path problem to the union of all feasible recurrent sets is solved. This would yield a single optimal controller corresponding to Λ ♦la . Our algorithm, however, does not distinguish between Λ ♦la and Λ ♦lb which have the same probability of satisfying ϕ 2 under full observability. 
V. CONCLUDING REMARKS
We showed how to construct a feasible LTL controller over POMDPs. Two main drawbacks of the algorithm were encountered. First, using a single observation for excluding actions to ensure recurrence can cause failure to find controllers, when they may in fact, exist. Future work will focus on sparse FSCs in which internal state ancestors up to a bounded depth can be used to exclude actions. Second, there are two related problems of encountering local maxima and determining the size of FSC. Future work will address this problem by adaptively adding internal states to escape local maxima. This is easily computable by expanding ι ϕ,G init psq from Definition 6 and Equation (1) .
Computation of ∇ Φ Γ j : From Equation (13) ∇ Φ Γ j " ∇ Φ Λ j`1 c 1 pη j´c2 q ∇ Φ η j η j can be viewed as the a standard expected average reward problem for a recurrent POMDP since we can restrict ourselves to the recurrent set R j . This problem is extensively studied in [26] and the computation of ∇ Φ η j can be found therein. We now compute ∇ Φ Λ j . Under I j , reorder states S ϕ,G " tQ, R 1 , . . . R j , . . . R Nrec u
where R 1 , . . . , R Nrec are recurrent classes and Q is the set of transient states. LetT ϕ,G AÑB , A, B Ď S ϕ,G be a |A|ˆ|B|-sized sub matrix ofT ϕ,G , denoting one step transition probability from states in A to those in B. Then, In the above, we go from the first to the second line by using well known results of absorption probabilities of finite Markov chains [38] . The inverse pI´Qq´1 always exists and can be efficiently computed using iteration methods. We can now use matrix calculus to compute the gradient of the first term, while the gradient of the second term is 0.
